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KANPUR
In 2012, I spent the period 20 October till 30 November in India, setting up a small  
SASNET office att our Sardar Sankar Rd residence in Kolkata, interacting with SASNET 
networking partners at the prime universities in Kolkata. I also made a contact journey to  
universities and other institutions in the north Indian cities of Varanasi, Kanpur and Delhi.  
Second stop Kanpur, arrived by taxi from Varanasi, in order to visit the Indian Institute of  
Technology (IIT) , being invited by Ashok Kumar, an eminent researcher in Biotechnology, also 
based at Lund University.







Haider Sami who defended his PhD thesis on ”De-
sign and Synthesis of Multifunctional Polymeric 
Materia Application” In April 2012.

Mr. Arun Shourie, long time back known as  
India's leading investigative journalist working 
for Indian Express, but later becoming a  
politician working for the Hindu nationalist 
party BJP. Being a Member of Parliament (MP)  
representing Kanpur, he has had a possibility 
to decide upon  spending INR 2 m a year for 
projects within  his constituency according to 
the "Member of Parliament Local Area  
Development Scheme.

Like the other Indian Institutes of Technology, IIT Kanpur focuses not only on Technology, but rese-
arch is carried out within a wide spectrum of subjects, including Humanities and Social Science.



ASHOK KUMAR



PhD candidates Deepak Raina, Apeksha Damania and Ankanshu Shulda In the lab.







Jugilal Kumlupet Singhania temple
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By Lars Eklund 

IIT Kanpur web page: http://www.iitk.ac.in 

UT Kanpur History 

Established in 

1959 as one of the 

first Indian 

Institutes of 

Technology, IIT 

Kanpur was 

created with the 

assista nce of a 

consortium of nine 

leading US 

research 

universities 

(namely M.I.T, 

University of 

California, 

Berkeley, 

California Institute 

of Technology, Princeton University, Carnegie Institute of Technology, University of 

Michigan, Ohio State University, Case Institute of Technology and Purdue University) as 

part of the Kanpur Indo-American Programme (KIAP). Since its inception, IIT Kan pur 

has earned considerable repute all over the world for its innovative academic 

programmes and for carrying out original research of significance and technology 

development at the cutting edge. The institute has around 5,400 students with 3,400 

undergraduate students and 2000 postgraduate students. 

In 1972 the KIAP program however 

ended, in part because of tensions 

due to the U.S. support of Pakistan. 

Government funding was also 

reduced as a reaction to the 

sentiment that the IIT's were 

contributing to the brain drain. Since 

then IIT Kanpur has increased 

collaboration with industry and has 

achieved a reasonable level of 

stability. One of the pride projects at 

IIT Kanpur is the SIDBI Innovation & 

Incubation Centre (SIIC), run in 

collaboration with Small Industries development Bank of India (SIDBI). Its mission is to 

foster innovation, research, and entrepreneurial activities in technology-based areas. 

SIIC provides a platform to Start-ups prospective entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs to 

convert their innovative ideas into commercially viable products. More Information. 

Like the other Indian Institutes of Technology, IIT Kanpur focuses not only on 
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Dean, Resource and Planning at IIT. It was a good chance to summarize 

the day with a person with a broad overview of what is happening at the 

university. Prof. Agrawal kindly informed about the different MoUs that IIT , 

Kanpur has signed, and that currently 15 foreign students are based at 

the university through different exchange programmes. I informed him about the 

possibility for individual departments to get in touch with Swedish departments and 

apply for Linnaeus Palme exchange programme grants, for a period up to 8 years. More 

information. 

Ka i UI r.>unrl tnr 

My official IIT Kanpur tour was over, 

but the following day Dr Ashok Kumar 

arranged for a private round trip in 

Kanpur, with one of his PhD 

candidates, Mr. Ankur Gupta (photo} 

as guide. It was an interesting tour to 

trave! around in this predominantly 

. , • industrial city - neighbouring the 

c:L..:...iL-.....:...r:::L!..ui much more hlstorically interesting city 

of Lucknow. 

We passed the Kakadeo neighbourhood, a part of 

Kanpur totally dominated by tutorial classes. 

Everywhere signboards advertlsing educatlonal private 

companies in the tuition business are displayed. This is 

an extremely profitable business since every family in 

Kanpur, and elsewhere in India, likes their children to 

get good results in the final 12 year school exams in 

order to join the best universitles. 

We also went to the modern Jugilal Kumlupet Singhania temple (photo}, built in 1998 by 

the widow of industrial magnate J K Singhanla, and the Sudanshujl Maharaj Ashram in 

Bithaor - a place otherwise most known for connections with Rani Lakshmi Bai, the 

famous Rani of Jhansi fighting In the 1857 War of Liberation against the Brittish. 

In the aftemoon, I took the flight from Kanpur's tiny airport to Delhi, an hour away, for 

more SASNET obligations there. 

Lars Eklund 
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